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INTRODUCTION 
As your premier foodservice supplier to K-12 and 
universities, our mission at HUBERT® is to provide 
solutions to current, industry-wide challenges. In 
the last few weeks we have taken a deep-dive into 
the strategies, precautions, and solutions that are  
needed as we all emerge from isolation. We have  
gathered insights from industry and governmental 
leaders like the FDA and the CDC. We have even 
reached out to our customers on the front lines who 
have worked tirelessly to feed families in need.

The HUBERT® CHARGE Action Plan outlines four 
initiatives for K-12 and universities, and follows with 
strategic solutions for implementing these guidelines.

CHARGE Initiative #1: Employee Safety
CHARGE Initiative #2: Student Safety & Wellbeing
CHARGE Initiative #3: Cleaning & Sanitizing
CHARGE Initiative #4: Communication & Education

HUBERT® CHARGE ACTION PLAN
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EMPLOYEE SAFETY
Every employee in the school from administrators and teachers, to 
janitorial staff and foodservice personnel make it possible for the 
students to learn. Keeping employees safe has to be a top priority.

• We have found that an abundance of personal protective equipment will be 
necessary for employees in many areas throughout each school building, 
and encompasses more than just foodservice employees. All staff has a right 
to be safe, and HUBERT® offers in-bulk quantities to support this effort.

• For employees working in public-facing roles, safety shields are a quick 
and essential product solution. These can be used in cafeterias, at counters 
in libraries, office waiting areas, registers, and anywhere else you want to  
create a safe protected space for your employees. We offer different sizes 
and shapes to provide the best fit for your environment.

• Touchless, automatic products help to limit the spread of germs and can 
reinforce the urgency behind many new practices as your staff adjusts to 
new protocols.

• It’s essential that employees working each day are healthy and symptom 
free. Proactively ensure the health of your customers and staff through  
precautionary measures such as taking temperatures before each  
employee begins their shift. Depending on state or local regulations, this may be  
mandated.

Credit: CDC: Reopening Guidelines

Blue 3-Ply Disposable Face Mask 
With Ear Loops - 7”L x 3 1/2”H 
SKU #60815
• Registered with FDA & CE  
• 50 per box

Disposable Clear Plastic Face 
Shield - 11”W x 8”H 
SKU #75684
• Clear PETG plastic construction 
• Elastic band stretches to fit most users

Infrared Forehead Thermometer 
SKU #62420
• Measures temperature on forehead in   
  3 seconds 
• Replaceable battery (2) AAA included

HUBERT® Clear Polyethylene  
Powder-Free Disposable Gloves 
SKU #92483
• FDA approved for food contact
• 500 per box

Consider this: Providing designated areas all around the school where staff 
can obtain PPE will allow for easier compliance to new guidelines for safety.
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STUDENT SAFETY AND WELLBEING
The need to keep students safe has taken on several monumental 
challenges in recent years. Schools have evolved to meet these 
challenges by becoming more than sources for education. Schools 
provide nutrition services for breakfast and lunch during the school 
year and throughout the summer as part of a larger goal to ensure 
that students are healthy and ready to learn. HUBERT® strategies 
for student safety and wellbeing are closely tied to preparing body 
and mind so students can be their best.
• Peace-of-mind is essential to providing an environment where young minds 

are able to grow. This mental health is supported by having confidence 
that the school is taking real steps to ensure safety. Adding hand sanitizing  
dispensers and disposable hand wipes throughout the building will  
become commonplace. Students will also feel comfort when they see cleaning  
processes occurring throughout the day for high-traffic areas.

• Maintaining as much social distancing as possible in a school is one of 
the most difficult challenges as we move forward. Careful crowd manage-
ment practices like creating one-way staircases, and establishing enter and  
exit-only doorways to large rooms like cafeterias, gyms, auditoriums, and 
lecture halls, will be critical to manage crowd flow. Retractable stanchions 
in conjunction with floor marking and signage will aid in guiding crowds in 
proper behavior.

• Many schools are also turning to a mobile ordering system and  
carefully staggered lunch schedules to accommodate the new distancing  
requirements. In addition to these steps, providing more food stations 
throughout the building, like in halls or unused classrooms, will reduce the 
burden on a single cafeteria to serve food to the student body.

Mobile Breakfast Cart by HUBERT® 
- Stainless Steel with Ice Bin 
SKU #76306
• Quick on-the-go meal solutions  
• Easy to maneuver throughout hallways

HUBERT® Matte Black Stanchion 
Steel Post with Belt & Tapered Base 
SKU #51761
• Unlimited number of post can be connect 
• 14”Dia x 40”H

Rubbermaid Black Plastic Wall 
Mount Manual Foam Skin Sanitizer 
SKU #35122
• Antimicrobial helps reduce cross 
contamination

Consider this: Brightly colored floor marking can help to provide 
instruction to control traffic patterns inside school hallways while 
staggered class dismissal times help to limit overall traffic.

Credit: FDA
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CLEANING AND SANITIZING   
It is hard to find any areas in a school, especially in K-12, where 
students won’t congregate. This means that cleaning and sanitizing 
procedures will have to include almost every inch of each building 
on campus.

• It will be helpful to have a deeper inventory of cleaning supplies, but also 
consider adding additional supply storage areas in bathrooms and places 
where food is distributed. Lockable cabinets can often fit under sink or 
counter areas to safely store supplies. 
 
 
 
 

• Please change to: Schools just werenâ??t designed with sinks around 
every corner. This means that bathroom sinks will become over-crowded as 
students and staff increase the frequency that they wash their hands while 
keeping up with new guidelines. To help solve this, portable handwashing 
stations can be added in areas where bathrooms are far apart.

• High-touch areas exist everywhere in a school. Dozens of doors, windows, 
handrails and desks will see a lot of traffic and will need to be sanitized 
several times a day. For this reason, we are able to offer a mobile sanitizing 
cart to help keep staff and students safe.

Edsal Grey Steel Industrial 
Counter-Height Cabinet
SKU #52896
• 36”L x 24”D x 42”H

MasonWay Rhino Mini Grey Plastic 
Dual Sided Portable 24 gal Hand 
Sink
SKU #95693
• Foot pump great for hands free  
operation
• Two paper towel & two soap dispensers

Vollrath CIPCART-2  
Companion Mobile Cleaning & 
Sanitizing System Cart 
SKU #53697
• Includes liquid sanitizer & cleaner 
• 15 gallon grey water tank

Consider this: It may be necessary to extend the time between 
classes to give students and teachers time to clean and sanitize 
desks and surfaces before the next class begins.

Credit: CDC: Reopening Guidelines
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• The increased importance of reminding students to wash their hands will 
demand that more signage is used. This need will expand if additional hand 
washing station are added inside cafeterias or other food distribution areas.

• New signage relating to proper spacing in the hallways, at school lockers, 
and assembly areas are highly recommended, and expected to be a part of 
the new normal.

• New signage stands will also be needed to be moved around as events 
like band concerts, sporting events, science fairs and more are hosted. 
HUBERT® offers floor stand signage (pictured below) that is easily moved to 
accommodate these school functions.

COMMUNICATION AND EDUCATION  
Signage performs a vital role in our society and this is no  
different inside schools. As procedures are developed to keep 
staff and students safe, it is the role of the school to keep  
everyone up-to-date on these policy changes.

Consider this:  Parents and grandparents also attend special functions 
and they will also need to be informed about newly established  
procedures.

Vinyl Social Distancing Floor 
Marker - 12”L x 18”W
SKU #90851
• Removable vinyl with clear over 
laminate 
• Red, Green and Blue

Expressly HUBERT® Yellow 
Plastic Social Distancing Sign 
For Crowd Control - 8 1/10”W 
x 11 3/4”H
SKU #76681
• Durable plastic construction

Floorstand With Sign Holder 
For Sani-Cloth® And Sani-
Hands® Wipes
SKU #93379
• Sturdy and durable to prevent 
breakage 

Credit: CDC: Reopening Guidelines


